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Evaporation of liquid into a vapor-gas mixture is interesting and important process 
as for fundamental research and for different applications. In general, the rate at which a 
liquid evaporates is dependent on the transport of mass and energy occurring within both 
the liquid and vapor phases. This study is carried out on the base of continuum 
conservation equations for two-component medium. At the beginning the stability 
conditions for mechanical equilibrium are deduced. This paper is devoted to this theme. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
It is known that at the presence of temperature non-uniformity in liquid or gas the 
convection flows can appear [1, 2]. These flows transfer mass, momentum and energy. 
Recent researches have shown that in some conditions the formation of stable structures: 
rollers, cells, circulations counters and others are possible [3]. These phenomena take place 
due to thermo-gravity convections. The flows and the processes occurred owing to 
concentration convection have investigated much less. This type of convection can be 
realized in gases mixtures due to the components densities difference in studied volume. 
Such a situation can happen at water evaporation in wetted air, for example. 
At the study of water evaporation into vapor-gas (air) mixture we have found that 
simple estimation of the value of mass flux density made in accordance with Fick diffusion 
law in one dimensional approximation by two times less then the results of the 
experiments. Hence, there is another vapor motion which gives additional mass transfer 
from this liquid vapor-gas mixture interface. Our attempts to find solution of this problem 
in corresponding researches (see, for example, [4, 5]) had no success. 
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Let us note that mechanical equilibrium stability condition without taking into 
account viscosity influence for arbitrary state equation was presented in [1]. The 
equilibrium stability condition for non-compressible liquid was expressed in [3]. 
Equilibrium stability condition for perfect gas taking into account viscosity influence on 
the base of partial estimations [7] was given in paper [6]. Different correlations of 
mechanical equilibrium stability condition for gas at arbitrary state equation taking into 
account viscosity influence have been suggested in paper [8]. Nevertheless in all above 
mentioned papers thermo-gravity convection was considered but not convection owing to 
concentration difference. 
The main aim of present paper is to obtain the solutions of continuum conservation 
equations for two-component medium in mechanical equilibrium.
 
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Two-component mixture (for example gas and vapor) is placed in rectangle 
parallelepipedΠ . It is assumed that in right Cartesian coordinate system zy,x,  segment 
, [ ]xL,0 [ ]yL,0 ,  determine correspondingly length , width , and height  
of this parallelepiped. 
[ zL,0 ] xL yL zL
 
III. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION 
A. Main equations 
Based on [9], let us consider that mixture evolution is determined by the following 
equations system 
( ) ( )⎟⎠
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⎛ ∇∇+∇⎟⎟⎠
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∂
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Tρ
R
R
ρRp b
a
b
aa ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ += ,                                                                                                  (5) 
ba ρρρ += .                                                                                                                      (6) 
In this system equation (1) is the Navier - Stokes momentum equation for mixture 
of gases (a) and (b), equation (2) is the equation of continuity, equation (3) is the diffusion 
equation for gas component (b), equation (4) is the equation of internal energy 
conservation, equation (5) is the state equation for mixture (Dalton’s law), correlation (6) 
presents mixture density as the sum of partial (a) and (b) components densities. In this 
equations system (1)-(6)  is the mixture density; ρ )V,V,(VV zyx=  is the projections of 
mixture velocity in zy,x, coordinate axes; p  is the mixture pressure, g  is the gravitation 
acceleration,  are the dynamical viscosities of gas (a) and (b) correspondingly,  
is the diffusion coefficient,  are the heat capacities per mass unit of gas (a) and 
(b), 
ba μ,μ D
b
V
a
V C,C
T  is the mixture temperature, λ  is the coefficient of thermal conductivity,  
are the individual gas (a) and (b) constants. 
ba R,R
zyx eee zyx ∂
∂+∂
∂+∂
∂≡∇  is the Hamilton’s operator,  are the unit orts of 
the coordinate system. 
zyx eee ,,
 
B. System of dimensionless equations 
The transformation of equations system (1)-(6) to dimensionless variables is made 
below. Further right (roman) type – dimensionless values, variables nomenclature is same 
as before. 
 
( )
( )
2 a
a F
a
a 2
a R a b
V 1
ρ M ρ Sh V, V p C ρe
γ
1M C ρ + ρ V , V
3
b
a
t
μ
μ
⎡ ⎤∂⎛ ⎞
z+ ∇ + ∇ +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
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,              (7) 
( ) ( ) 0V,ρρV,
t
ρ =∇+∇+∂
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( ) ( ) ( )ρρρρV,ρρV,
t
ρ
ρScM 2bb
2
bb
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⎡ ∇+∇+∂
∂ a
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∂
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V
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C
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Tρρp ba ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
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a
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R
R
,                                                                                                      (11) 
 
ba ρρρ +=                                                                                                                       (12) 
Here: ( )zyx V,V,VV = , TρRp a ~~~ =  - pressure scale,  - density scale, ρ~ T~  - 
temperature scale, a
a
M
γ a
V
R T
= % %  - Mach number for gas (a), V  - velocity scale, 
~
( )
aγ
a
a V
a
V
R C
C
+=  - adiabatic parameter for gas (a),  Sh LVt= %%  - Struhal number, L  - 
length scale, t~  - time scale, 
2
a a
F
a
MC Fr γ a
gL
R T= = % , 
2
Fr V gL=
%  - Froude number for 
mixture, a aR
a a
MC = Re γ
a
aL R T
μ
ρ= %% , aRe a
VLρ μ=
%%  - Reynolds number for gas (a), 
aSc a D
μ ρ= % - Schmidt number for gas(a), 0Pr
a
a a VCμ λ=  - gas (a) Prandtl number. 
 
IV. MECHANICAL EQUILIBRIUM 
 Following to [8], let us determine the mechanical equilibrium of equations system 
(7)-(12). It is assumed that mixture of gases (a) and (b) does not move, thus everywhere in 
parallelepiped Π  velocity is equal zero: 
0V = .                                                                                                                              (13) 
If this velocity value is substituted in dimensionless equations (7)-(12) (see above), 
then the following equations set is obtained 
0C1 aF
a
=+∇γ zρep ,                                                                                                      (14) 
0
t
ρ =∂
∂
,                                                                                                            (15) 
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( ρρρρD
t
ρ
ρM 2bb
2
a
b
a ∇−∇=∂
∂Sh ),                                                                   (16) 
T
t
T
ρρPrM 2ba
a
0a ∇=∂
∂
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ + aRCSha
V
b
V
C
C
,                                                             (17) 
Tρρp ba ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +=
a
b
R
R
,                                                                                           (18) 
ba ρρρ += .                                                                                                          (19) 
where in (16) 
a
a
R
a Sc
CD = . 
It is seen from equation (15) that mixture density can depend on only space 
coordinates. Supposing that density of component (b) depend only on space coordinates 
also  
0
t
ρb =∂
∂
,                                                                                                                 (20) 
from (15), (19), (20)  we shall have 
0
t
ρa =∂
∂
.                                                                                                                          (21) 
Further for simplicity let us believe that everywhere in parallelepiped  
temperature is constant  
Π
constTT m == .                                                                                                        (22) 
Assumption (22) satisfies equation (17). 
It is followed from (15), (18), (20)-(22) that pressure can depend only on space 
coordinates. 
 It is followed from equation (14): 
0
x
p =∂
∂
,                                                                                                                       (23) 
0
y
p =∂
∂
,                                                                                                                  (24) 
0C
z
p1 a
F
a
=+∂
∂
γ ρ ,                                                                                                        (25) 
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It is followed from equations subsystem (23), (24) pressure depends only on 
coordinate , that is z
( )zpp = .                                                                                                             (26) 
It is followed from equations subsystem (23), (25)  
0
x
p
γ
1
z a
=∂
∂
∂
∂
, 
0C
z
p1
x
a
F
a
=∂
∂+∂
∂
γ∂
∂
ρ
x
, 
thus consistency conditions of subsystem (23), (25) has view 
0
x
=∂
ρ∂
.                                                                                                             (27) 
 It is followed from subsystem (24), (25)  
0p
γ
1
z a
=∂
∂
∂
∂
y
, 
0
y
C
z
p1
y
a
F
a
=∂
∂+∂
∂
γ∂
∂
ρ , 
thus consistency conditions of subsystem (24), (25) has view  
0
y
=∂
ρ∂
.                                                                                                                      (28) 
 It is followed from system (27), (28), that mixture density can depend only on 
coordinate , hence: z
( )zρ=ρ .                                                                                                                (29) 
 From (18), (19), (26), (27) it is followed  
0
xx
=∂
∂+∂
∂ ba ρρ
a
b
R
R
,                                                                                                  (30) 
0
xx
=∂
∂+∂
∂ ba ρρ ,                                                                                                      (31) 
hence, in accordance with (30), (31) 
0
x
,0
x
ba =∂
ρ∂=∂
ρ∂
.                                                                                           (32) 
 It is followed from (18), (19), (26), (28)  
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0
yy
=∂
∂+∂
∂ ba ρρ
a
b
R
R
,                                                                                            (33) 
0
yy
=∂
∂+∂
∂ ba ρρ ,                                                                                                  (34) 
hence, in accordance with (33), (34) 
0
y
,0
y
ba =∂
ρ∂=∂
ρ∂
.                                                                                       (35) 
It is followed from system (32), (35), that densities of mixture components can 
depend only on coordinate , z
( ) ( )z,z bbaa ρ=ρρ=ρ .                                                                               (36) 
 On the base of (26), (29), (36) subsystem of equations (14), (16) can be written as 
below 
0C
dz
d1 a
F
a
=+γ ρ
p
,                                                                                                           (37) 
0
dzdz 22
=− ρdρρdρ
2
b
b
2
.                                                                                (38) 
Correlation for pressure (18) is substituted in equation (37). If at this (19) is taken 
into account, then according (22) the following equation is valid 
ρ+ρ=ρ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ − aFmbm Cdz
dT
dz
d1T aγ
a
b
R
R
.                                                                 (39) 
 In equation (39) the following denotations are made 
m
a
Fa
T
Cb,1a γ=−=
a
b
R
R
.                                                                                              (40) 
Taking into account denotations (40), system of equations (38), (39) is written in general 
form 
0
dz
d
dz
d
2
2
b2
b
2
1 =ρρ−ρρ≡ϕ ,                                                                                         (41) 
0b
dz
d
dz
da b2 =ρ−ρ−ρ≡ϕ .                                                                                        (42) 
 It is known the formal method of solution of equations canonical system that is 
system in general form which can be solved concerning the oldest derivatives of all 
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functions in this system. This method is based on the position that canonical system is 
developed to system of equations of first order solved concerning the derivatives of found 
functions namely to system having normal Cauchy form. The equations system in normal 
form can be developed to one differential equation. The order of this equation is equal to 
quantity of equations in this normal system.  
 Formally equations system (41), (42) cannot be developed to canonical form: this 
system cannot be solved concerning 2
2
2
b
2
dz
d,
dz
d ρρ
, because Jacobian of corresponding 
transformation is equal to zero, namely. 
( ) 0
00
dz
d,
dz
dD
,D b
2
2
2
b
2
21 ≡ρ−ρ=
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ρρ
ϕϕ
. 
 However, there are at least three methods of equations (41), (42) system 
transformation to equations systems of general form which can be developed to canonical 
form. In Appendix different possible solutions of equations set (41), (42) are deduced and 
obtained. Content of this appendix is presented below. 
 In item A1 the equations (42) are solved in respect to 
dz
d bρ  and 7 different 
solutions of corresponding canonic system have been obtained. 
 In item A2 the equations (42) are solved in respect to 
dz
dρ
 and 8 different solutions 
of corresponding canonic system have been obtained. Seven from these eight solutions 
coincide with solutions of item A1. 
 In item A3 special view of equation (41) is used and 8 different solutions of 
corresponding system have been found in normal form. Five from these eight solutions 
coincide with solutions of item A1. One from these eight solutions coincides with solution 
of item A2. 
 In item A4 the solution of system (41),(42) has been created .This solution satisfies 
all conditions of solvability obtained in previous items.  
 In item A5 classification of all solutions obtained in previous items is suggested 
and selection of nontrivial solutions has been made. 
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 Particularly in Appendix special trivial general solution has been obtained. This 
solution satisfies to condition (a36) and corresponds to mechanical equilibrium of one-
component “mixture”, namely: 
0,eC b
bz
1 =ρ=ρ − ,                                                                                                  (43) 
where - arbitrary constant. For determination  the correlation (44) below is used 1C 1C
,Ldz zm
L
0
z ρ=ρ∫                                                                                                              (44) 
where - mean density. From (43), (44) we have mρ
bz
bL
zm e
e1
Lb
z
−
−
ρ=ρ .                                                                                                         (45) 
At 
1b << ,                                                                                                                           (46) 
from (45) it is followed, that 
0),bz1( bm =ρ−ρ≈ρ .                                                                                          (47) 
 In accordance with Appendix general nontrivial solution of system (41),(42) takes 
place 
zChDDzShDD 0201 +=ρ ,                                                                                      (48) 
zChDDzShDD 0403b +=ρ ,                                                                                   (49) 
( ) ( 120
0
4210
0
3 bDDDaD
1D,bDDD
aD
1D +=+= ) .                                    (50) 
This solution depends on three constants , which satisfy conditions of 210 D,D,D
solvability (a7), (a19), (a39), (a65), (a71), (a90), (a99). 
 For determination of constants in (48)-(50) solution we will use besides correlation 
(44 ) the following relationship 
z
m
b
L
0
b Ldz
z ρ=ρ∫ ,                                                                                                           (51) 
where - mean density of gas component (b).  mbρ
 In accordance with (44), (51) for solution of (48)-(50) we have 
( ) ( ) ( )( )z0mbm0z0mz0 z01 LShDaD1LChDb1LChDb2 LDD ρ−ρ+−ρ−−= ,           (52) 
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( ) ( )( )( )z0mz0mbm0z0 z02 LShDb1LChDaD1LChDb2 LDD ρ+−ρ−ρ−= ,              (53) 
( )×−−= 1LChDab2
LD
z0
z
3  
( ) ( )( )( )z0m2mbm20z0mb0 LShDbaD1LChDabD ρ−ρ−ρ+−ρ× ,                                    (54) 
( )×−= 1LChDab2
LD
z0
z
4  
( )( )( )( )z0mb0z0m2mbm20 LShDabD1LChDbaD ρ+−ρ−ρ−ρ× .                                   (55) 
For determination  in (52)-(55) let us consider(believe)  0D
0
dz
d
zLz
b =ρ
=
.                                                                                                               (56) 
 From (54)-(56) the equation below is followed 
( )
m
b0
m
2m
bm
2
0z0
abD
baD
2
LDTh ρ
ρ−ρ−ρ= .                                                                      (57) 
For condition (46) in accordance with (57), (52)-(55) we have (see also Appendix) the 
estimations 
m
zm
bm
m
bm
m z
2
bL1a
ab ρ+
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +ρ−ρ
ρ−ρρ−≈ρ ,                                                                 (58) 
m
b
zm
bm
z
m
bm
2
b z
2
bL1a2
Lb ρ+
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +ρ−ρ
ρρ−≈ρ .                                                               (59) 
Supposing in (58), (59) , we obtain the estimation (47). In this case , 
where  means density of gas component (a). 
0mb =ρ mam ρ=ρ
m
aρ
 
V. CONCLUSION 
It is shown that for compressible two-component mixture of gases ((a) and (b)) at 
constant temperature in mechanical equilibrium different solutions of conservation 
equations system, namely the Navier - Stokes momentum equation for mixture, the 
equation of continuity and the diffusion equation are possible. First of them is trivial 
solution. In accordance with this solution partial density of one component, for example 
10 
 
(b), is equal zero in whole investigated domain, but density of mixture depends on 
coordinate alone gravitational acceleration. In general case this dependence is exponential 
function of coordinate. For partial statement at small enough size of investigated volume 
or low gravitation this function is transformed in linear dependence. 
Besides trivial case general nontrivial solution is obtained in the form of hyperbolic 
functions (see expressions (48) and (49) in the presented text). These solutions depend on 
three constants. At small size of investigated volume or low gravitation hyperbolic 
functions are transformed in linear dependences (58) and (59) for mixture density and 
partial density of one component correspondingly. In asymptotic case at zero partial 
density of one component this solution is transformed in the first trivial type. 
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APPENDIX 
А1. Equation (42) solvability concerning
dz
d bρ  
 Equation (42) solvability concerning 
dz
d bρ  depends on partial derivative 
a
dz
d b
2 =
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ρ∂
ϕ∂
.                                                                                                           (a1) 
 
А1.1. Special solution 
 Let us believe that in correlation (a1). Hence equation (42) cannot be solved 
concerning
0a =
dz
d bρ . In this case we have from (42) 
0b
dz
d =ρ+ρ , 
thus 
bz
1eC
−=ρ ,                                                                                                              (a2) 
where - arbitrary constant. It is followed from (41), (a2) 1C
0b
dz
d
b
2
2
b
2
=ρ−ρ , 
hence  
bz
2
bz
1b eDeD
−+=ρ ,                                                                                            (a3) 
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where  - arbitrary constants. 21 D,D
 
А1.2. System of general form 
 If in (а1) 0a ≠ , then (а4) (see below) is followed from equation (41)  
( ) 0
dz
db
dz
da 2
2
b1 =ρρ+ρρ−ρ=ϕ .                                                                       (а4) 
Thus system of general form (а4), (42) takes place. System (а4), (42) solvability 
concerning 
dz
d,
dz
d b
2
2 ρρ
 depends on Jacobian
( ) ( bb
b
2
2
21 aa
a0
0a
dz
d,
dz
dD
,D ρ−ρ=ρ−ρ=
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ρρ
ϕϕ ) .                                                     (а5) 
 
А1.2.1. Special solution 
 Let us believe that in (а5) 0a b =ρ−ρ , therefore system  (а4), (42) cannot be 
solved concerning 
dz
d,
dz
d b
2
2 ρρ
. Then from (42) we have solution 
0,0 b =ρ=ρ .                                                                                                    (а6) 
 
А1.2.2. Canonical system and system in normal form 
 If in (а5) ( ) 0aa b ≠ρ−ρ ,                                                                                                     (а7) 
then system (а4), (42) is solved concerning 
dz
d,
dz
d b
2
2 ρρ
, and we have system in canonical 
view 
ρ−ρ
ρρ
=ρ
b
2
2
a
dz
d
b
dz
d
,                                                                                                 (а8) 
ρ+ρ=ρ b
a
1
dz
d
a
1
dz
d b .                                                                                             (а9) 
 Denoting 
dz
dr ρ= , system in normal form is obtained from (а8), (а9) 
r
dz
d =ρ ,                                                                                                                (а10) 
ρ−ρ
ρ=
ba
rb
dz
dr
,                                                                                                 (а11) 
ρ+=ρ b
a
1r
a
1
dz
d b .                                                                                              (а12) 
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А1.2.2.1. Solvability concerning r,bρ  
 z differentiation (а10) and using (а11) give the possibility to analyze the following 
system 
0r
dz
df1 =−ρ≡ ,                                                                                                    (а13) 
0
a
rb
dz
df
b
2
2
2 =ρ−ρ
ρ−ρ≡ .                                                                                 (а14) 
System (а13), (а14) solvability concerning r,bρ  depends on Jacobian  
( )
( ) ( ) ( )2bb2bb
21
a
rab
a
b
a
rab
10
r,D
f,fD
ρ−ρ
ρ=
ρ−ρ
ρ−ρ−ρ
ρ
−
=ρ .                                      (а15) 
 
А1.2.2.1.1. Special solutions 
 Let in (а15)  
0r =ρ .                                                                                                                   (а16) 
Hence system (а13), (а14) cannot be solved concerning r,bρ . 
 
А1.2.2.1.1.1. 
 Let us believe that in (а16) 0=ρ , then from (а10) 0r = .Therefore from (а12) the 
solution is valid 
1b D,0 =ρ=ρ ,                                                                                                 (а17) 
where  is arbitrary constant. 1D
 
А1.2.2.1.1.2. 
 Let in (а16) at 0r,0 =≠ρ . Then from (а10), (а12) solution (a18) is obtained 
11b1 DzCa
b,C +=ρ=ρ ,                                                                                (а18) 
where  are arbitrary constants. 11 D,C
 
А1.2.2.1.2. Main solution 
 If in (а15) 
0
dz
dr ≠ρρ=ρ ,                                                                                                       (а19) 
then system (а13), (а14) is solved concerning r,bρ , and result is following 
2
2
2
2
b
dz
d
dz
db
dz
d
a ρ
ρ+ρρ=ρ .                                                                                              (а20) 
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z differentiation (а14) and using (а10), (а20), give 
0dz
d
dz
ddz
d
dz
d
d
d
dz
d
dz
d
d
d 2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
=
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
ρ
ρ
ρ=ρ
ρρ−ρ
ρρ
ρ=ρρ−ρ
ρρ , 
thus 
αρ=ρ2
2
dz
d
,                                                                                                                  (а21) 
where  is arbitrary constant. From (а20), (а21) we have 0≠α
z
2
z
1 eCeC
α−α +=ρ ,                                                                                           (а22) 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
α−+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
α+=ρ
α−α z
2
z
1b e
b1Ceb1C
a
1
,                                             (а23) 
where  are arbitrary constants. 21 C,C
 
А1.2.2.2. Solvability concerning b,ρρ  
 z differentiation (а11) and using (а10), (а12) give the possibility to analyze the 
system 
0
a
rb
dz
drf
b
1 =ρ−ρ
ρ−≡ .                                                                                        (а24) 
0
a
rb
dz
rdf
b
2
2
2
2 =ρ−ρ−≡ ,                                                                                     (а25) 
System (a24), (а25) solvability concerning b,ρρ  depends on Jacobian  
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )3b
32
2
b
2
2
b
2
2
b
2
b
b
b
21
a
rab
a
abr
a
br
a
rab
a
ab
,D
f,fD
ρ−ρ−=
ρ−ρ−ρ−ρ
ρ−ρ
ρ−ρ−ρ
ρ
=ρρ .                                 (а26) 
 
А1.2.2.2.1. Special solution 
 Let in (а26) 0r = , thus system (а24), (а25) cannot be solved concerning , 
and then the solution (а18) is valid. 
b,ρρ
 
А1.2.2.2.2. Main solution 
 If in (а26) 0r ≠ , hence system (а24), (а25) is solved concerning , and then b,ρρ
2
2
dz
rd
dz
dr
r=ρ ,                                                                                                               (а27) 
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⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +=ρ br
dz
dr
dz
rd
r
a
1
2
2b ,                                                                                             (а28) 
z differentiation (а24) and using (а10)-(а12), (а27), (а28) lead to 
r
dz
dr
dz
rd
dz
rd
2
2
3
3
= , 
thus 
r
dz
rd
2
2
α= ,                                                                                                                   (а29) 
where  is arbitrary constant. From (а29) we have 0≠α
z
2
z
1 eCeCr
α−α += ,                                                                                            (а30) 
where  are arbitrary constants. From (а30), (а27), (а28) we have  21 C,C ( )z2z1 eCeC1 α−α −α=ρ ,                                                                                 (а31) 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
α−−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
α+α=ρ
α−α z
2
z
1b e
b1Ceb1C
a
1
.                                       (а32) 
Solution (а31), (а32) corresponds to solution (а22), (а23). 
 
А1.2.2.3. Solvability concerning ρ,r  
 z differentiation (а12) and using (а10), (а11) give the possibility to consider the 
system  
0
a
br
a
1
dz
df b1 =ρ−−ρ≡ .                                                                                        (а33) 
0
a
br
dz
df
b
b
2
b
2
2 =ρ−ρ
ρ−ρ≡ ,                                                                                 (а34) 
Solvability (а33), (а34) concerning ρ,r  depends on Jacobian
( )
( )
( )
( )2b
b
b
b
b
b
b
21
a
rab
a
b
a
br
a
b
a
b
a
1
,rD
f,fD
ρ−ρ
−ρ−ρρ−=
ρ−ρ
ρ−ρ−ρ
ρ−
−−
=ρ .                  (а35) 
 
А1.2.2.3.1. Special solutions 
 Let in (а35) ( )( 0rab bb =−ρ−ρρ ) ,                                                                                           (а36) 
thus system (а33), (а34) cannot be solved concerning ρ,r . 
 
А1.2.2.3.1.1. 
 At 0 , in (а36) solution of system (а10)-(а12) is correlations (43). b =ρ
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А1.2.2.3.1.2. 
≠ ,  At bρ 0 ( ) 0rab b =−ρ−ρ , in (а36) from (а11) is followed 
1 e
bzbz CeC −2+ ,                                                                                                  (а37) 
where are arb
=ρ
21 C,C  itrary constants. In accordance with (а12) 
bz
1b eCa
2=ρ .                                                                                                             (а38) 
 
1.2.2.3.2.Main solution А
 If in (а35) 
( ) 0
dz
dab bb ≠⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ρ−ρ−ρρ ,                                                                                         (а39) 
and system (а33), (а34) is solved concerning ρ,r , then 
ρ−ρd b= b
dz
ar ,                                                                                                            (а40) 
b
2
2
b
2
b
2
b
2
b
b
dz
d
dz
db
dz
d
a
ρ−ρ
ρ−ρ
ρ=ρ .                                                                                              (а41) 
z differentiation (а34) and using (а10)-(а12), (а40), (а41) give  
0,b,
dz
d 2b
2ρ
b2 ≠α≠ααρ= ,                                                                                     (а42) 
where   is arbitrary constant. From (а42) we have α
 
z
2
z
1b eDeD
α−α +=ρ ,                                                                                           (а43) 
where  re arbitrary21 D,D a  constants. From (а41) one can obtain 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎞⎛⎞⎛ α−α zz bba ⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠⎜⎝ α++⎟⎠⎜⎝ α−−α
α=ρ 212 e1De1Db .                                       (а44) 
Solution (а43), (а44) corresponds solution (а22), (а23). 
2. System of general type 
lved concerning
 
 
А
, because 1
dz
d
2 −=
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ρ∂
ϕ∂
 
dz
dρ
 The equation (42) is so . Thus (a45) is 
followed from equation (41) 
( ) 0
dz
db
dz
d b
2
ρ+ρρ−ρ=ϕ a b2b1 =
ρ
,                                                                      (а45) 
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Hence system of general type (а45), (42) is deduced. System (а45), (42) solvability 
concerning 
dz
d,
dz
d
2
b
2 ρρ
 depends on Jacobian  
( ) ρ−ρ=−
ρ−ρ=
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ρρ
ϕϕ
b
b
2
b
2
21 a
10
0a
dz
d,
dz
dD
,D
.                                                              (а46) 
 
А2.1. Special solutions 
 Let in (а46) 
0a b =ρ−ρ ,                                                                                                               (а47) 
thus system (а45), (42) cannot be solved concerning 
dz
d,
dz
d
2
b
2 ρρ
. 
 
А2.1.1. 
 At 0a = , in (а46) in accordance with (а45), (42) we have solution ( )z,0 b ψ=ρ=ρ ,                                                                                                  (а48) 
where  is arbitrary function of coordinate . ( )zψ z
 
А2.1.2. 
 At 0a ≠ in (а46) one can obtain baρ=ρ and from (42)the solution (а6) is valid. 
 
А2.2. Canonical system and system in normal form 
 If in (а46) 0a b ≠ρ−ρ , then system (а45), (42) is solved concerning dz
d,
dz
d
2
b
2 ρρ
, 
and as a result the following system in canonical view is deduced 
b
b
2
b
2
a
dz
d
b
dz
d
ρ−ρ
ρρ
−=ρ ,                                                                                                (а49) 
ρ−ρ=ρ b
dz
da
dz
d b .                                                                                                      (а50) 
Introducing denotation, 
dz
dr bρ= , from (а49), (а50) we obtain system in normal form  
r
dz
d b =ρ ,                                                                                                                     (а51) 
ρ−=ρ bar
dz
d
.                                                                                                             (а52) 
( ρ−ρ−ρ
ρ−= bar
a
b
dz
dr
b
b ) ,                                                                                      (а53) 
 
А2.2.1 Solvability concerning ρ,r  
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 z differentiation (а51) and using (а53)) give the possibility to analyze the system 
0r
dz
df b1 =−ρ≡ ,                                                                                                      (а54) 
( ) 0bar
a
b
dz
df
b
b
2
b
2
2 =ρ−ρ−ρ
ρ+ρ≡ .                                                                   (а55) 
Solvability of system (a54), (а55) concerning ρ,r  depends on Jacobian.  
( )
( ) ( )( )
( )
( )2b
bb
2
b
bb
b
b
21
a
brab
a
brab
a
ab
01
,rD
f,fD
ρ−ρ
ρ−ρ=
ρ−ρ
ρ−ρ−ρ−ρ
ρ
−
=ρ .                              (а56) 
 
А2.2.1.1. Special solutions 
 Let in (а56) ( ) 0bra bb =ρ−ρ ,                                                                                                     (а57) 
thus system (а54), (а55) cannot be solved concerning ρ,r . 
 
А2.2.1.1.1. 
 At 0a = , in (а57) from (а52), (а53) solution (а2), (а3) is valid. 
 
А2.2.1.1.2. 
 At 0a ≠ , , in (а57) from (а52) solution (43) is valid. 0b =ρ
 
А2.2.1.1.3. 
 At 0a ≠ , 0br,0 bb =ρ−≠ρ , in (а57) we have 
bz
1b eD=ρ ,                                                                                                               (а58) 
where  is arbitrary constant. From (а50) 1D
bz
1
bz
1 eCeD2
a −+=ρ ,                                                                                             (а59) 
where is arbitrary constant. 1C
Solution (а58), (а59) corresponds to solution (а37), (а38). 
 
А2.2.1.2. Main solution 
 If in (а56) 
0b
dz
da bbb ≠⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ρ−ρρ ,                                                                                              (а60) 
then system (а54), (а55) is solved concerning ρ,r , and equality (а41) takes place. z 
differentiation (а55) and using (а51)-(а53), (а41) give the possibility to obtain the equation 
(а42) and , consequently, solution (а43), (а44). 
 
А2.2.2. Solvability concerning b,r ρ  
 z differentiation (а52) and using (а53) give the possibility to consider system 
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0bar
dz
df1 =ρ+−ρ≡ ,                                                                                              (а61) 
( ) 0bar
a
b
dz
df
b
2
2
2 =ρ−ρ−ρ
ρ+ρ≡ .                                                                      (а62) 
Solvability of system (а61), (а62) concerning b,r ρ  depends on Jacobian  
( )
( ) ( )( )
( )
( )2b
2
2
bb
b
21
a
barba
a
barab
a
ab
0a
,rD
f,fD
ρ−ρ
ρ−ρ−=
ρ−ρ
ρ−ρ
ρ−ρ
ρ
−
=ρ .                                   (а63) 
 
А2.2.2.1. Special solutions 
 Let in (а63) ( ) 0bara =ρ−ρ ,                                                                                                         (а64) 
thus system (а61), (а62) cannot be solved concerning b,r ρ . 
 
А2.2.2.1.1. 
  At 0a = , in (а64) solution (а2), (а3) is valid. 
 
А2.2.2.1.2. 
 At 0a ≠ , 0=ρ , in (а64) from (a53) solution (а17) is valid. 
 
А2.2.2.1.3. 
 At 0a ≠ , 0bar,0 =ρ−≠ρ , in (а64) from (а53) solution (а18) is valid. 
 
А2.2.2.2. Main solution 
 If in (а63) 
0b
dz
daa b ≠⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ρ−ρρ ,                                                                                                (а65) 
then system (а61), (а62) is solved concerning b,r ρ , and from (а61) one can obtain 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ρ+ρ= b
dz
d
a
1r ,                                                                                                       (а66) 
from (а62) correlation (а20) is followed. z differentiation (а62) and using (а51)-(а53), 
(а66), (а20) give the equation (а21) and solution (а22), (а23). 
 
А2.2.3. Solvability concerning b,ρρ  
 z differentiation (а53) and using (а51)-(а53) give the possibility to analyze system 
( ) 0bar
a
b
dz
drf
b
b
1 =ρ−ρ−ρ
ρ+≡ ,                                                                              (а67) 
( ) 0bar
a
rb
dz
rdf
b
2
2
2 =ρ−ρ−ρ+≡ .                                                                        (а68) 
Solvability of system (а67), (а68) concerning b,ρρ  depends on Jacobian  
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( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
=
ρ−ρ
ρ−
ρ−ρ
−ρ
ρ−ρ
ρ−ρρ−ρ
−ρρ
=ρρ
2
b
2
b
b
2
b
2
b
b
b
b
21
a
barabr
a
rbabr
a
barb
a
rbab
,D
f,fD
 
( )( )
( )3b
b
2
a
barrbrab
ρ−ρ
ρ−−ρ−= .                                                                                    (а69) 
 
А2.2.3.1. Special solutions 
 Let in (а69) ( )( ) 0barrbar b =ρ−−ρ ,                                                                                           (а70) 
thus system (а67), (а68) cannot be solved concerning b,ρρ  
 
А2.2.3.1.1. 
 At 0a = , in (а70) solution (а2), (а3) is valid. 
 
А2.2.3.1.2. 
 At 0a ≠ , 0r = , in (а70) from (а51), (а53) solution (а17) is valid. 
 
А2.2.3.1.3. 
 At 0a ≠ , 0rb,0r b =−ρ≠ , in (а70) solution (а58), (а59) is valid. 
 
А2.2.3.1.4. 
 At 0a ≠ , 0bar,0r =ρ−≠ , in (а70) from (а53) solution (а18) is valid. 
 
А2.2.3.2. Main solution 
 If in (а69) 
0b
dz
da
dz
db
dz
da bbbb ≠⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ρ−ρ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ρ−ρρ ,                                                                 (а71) 
then system (а67), (а68) is solved concerning b,ρρ ,and 
2
2b
dz
rd
dz
dr
r=ρ ,                                                                                                                (а72) 
rbdz
rd
br
dz
dr
ar
22
2
−
−
=ρ .                                                                                                      (а73) 
z differentiation (а68) and using (а51)-(а53), (а72), (а73) give the equation (а29), and, 
consequently, solution  
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( )z2z1b eDeD1 α−α −α=ρ ,                                                                             (а74) 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
−α−+α=ρ
α−α z
2
z
1 eDb
1eD
b
1a .                                                      (а75) 
Solution corresponds solution (а22), (а23). 
 
 
А3. Special view of equation (41) 
 From equation (41) we have 
=−−+=−=
dzdzdzdzdzdzdzdz 2222
b
2
b
bb
22
b
b
2 dρdρρd
ρ
dρdρρd
ρ
ρd
ρ
ρd
ρ0
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −=
dzdzdz
dρ
ρ
dρ
ρ
d
b
b .                                                                                             (а76) 
(a77) is followed from (а76) 
0C
dz
d
dz
d
0b
b
1 =−ρρ−ρρ≡ϕ ,                                                                              (а77) 
where  is arbitrary constant, thus system of general form (а77), (42) takes place. 0C
Solvability of system (а77), (42) concerning 
dz
d,
dz
d b ρρ  depends on Jacobian. 
( ) ρ−ρ=−
ρ−ρ=
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ρρ
ϕϕ
b
b
b
21 a
1a
dz
d,
dz
dD
,D
.                                                                   (а78) 
 
А3.1. Special solutions 
 Let in (а78) 
0a b =ρ−ρ ,                                                                                                               (а79) 
thus system (а77), (42) cannot be solved concerning 
dz
d,
dz
d b ρρ . 
А3.1.1. 
 At , in (а79) from (а77) 0a = 0C0 = , and, consequently, solution (а48) is valid. 
 
А3.1.2. 
 At 0a ≠ ,in (а79) , baρ=ρ 0C0 = ,and from (42) solution (а6) is valid. 
 
А3.2. System in normal form 
 If in (а78) 0a b ≠ρ−ρ , then system (а77), (42) is solved concerning dz
d,
dz
d b ρρ , 
and from (а77), (42) we have system in normal form. 
 0
a
aCb
dz
df
b
0
2
1 =ρ−ρ
−ρ−ρ≡ ,                                                                                      (а80) 
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0
a
Cb
dz
df
b
0bb
2 =ρ−ρ
−ρρ−ρ≡ .                                                                                   (а81) 
 
А3.2.1. Solvability concerning  bρ
 Solvability of equation (а80) concerning bρ .depends on partial derivative ( )
( )2b
0
2
b
1
a
aCbaf
ρ−ρ
−ρ−=ρ∂
∂
.                                                                                           (а82) 
 
А3.2.1.1.Special solutions 
 Let in ( 82) а( ) 0aCba 02 =−ρ ,                                                                                                    (а83) 
thus equation (а80)) cannot be solved concerning bρ . 
 
А3.2.1.1.1. 
 At 0a = , in (а83) from (а80), (а81) one can deduce 
bz
1eC
−=ρ , ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +=ρ − 2bz2
1
0bz
b Ceb2
1
C
Ce .                                                      (а84) 
Solution (а84) corresponds to solution (а2), (а3). 
 
А3.2.1.1.2. 
 Let in (а83) , , hence 0a ≠ 0aCb 02 =−ρ
0
b
aC02 >=ρ .                                                                                                        (а85) 
 
А3.2.1.1.2.1. 
 If in (а85) 
b
aC0=ρ ,                                                                                                              (а86) 
Then from (а81) 
1
0
b Czb
aC
a
b +=ρ ,                                                                                              (а87) 
where  is arbitrary constant. Solution (а86), (а87) corresponds to solution (а18). 1C
 
А3.2.1.1.2.2. 
 If in (а84) 
b
aC0−=ρ ,                                                                                                            (а88) 
Then from (а81) 
1
0
b Czb
aC
a
b +−=ρ ,                                                                                          (а89) 
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where  is arbitrary constant. 1C
 
А3.2.1.2. Main solution 
 If in (а82) ( ) 0aCba 02 ≠−ρ ,                                                                                                     (а90) 
then equation (а80) is solved concerning bρ , and 
dz
da
aCb
a
0
2
b ρ
−ρ+ρ=ρ .                                                                                               (а91) 
z differentiation (а80) with taking into account (a81), (а91) give the equation 
( ) 0
dz
db
dz
daCb
2
2
2
0
2 =⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ρρ−ρ−ρ .                                                                          (а92) 
Solution of equation (а92) is found in the form 
z
2
z
1 eCeC
α−α +=ρ ,                                                                                            (а93) 
where  are arbitrary constants. Substitution (a93) in (a92) leads to 
correlation 
0,C,C 21 ≠α
( )( )( ) −α+−++ α−αα−α z2z1021z222z221 eCeCaCCC2eCeCb  ( )( ) 0CC2eCeCeCeCb 21z222z221z2z1 =α−++− α−αα−α , 
Hence 
0aCCbC4 021 =− , 
or 
z0
1
z
1 eb4
aC
C
1eC α−α +=ρ .                                                                                 (а94) 
From (а91), (a94) we have 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
α−+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
α+=ρ
α−α z0
1
z
1b e
b1
b4
aC
C
1eb1C
a
1
.                                   (а95) 
Solution (а94), (а95) corresponds to solution (а22), (а23). 
 
А3.2.2. Solvability concerning ρ  
 Solvability of equation (а81) concerning ρ  depends on partial derivative 
( )2b
0
2
b2
a
Cabf
ρ−ρ
−ρ−=ρ∂
∂
.                                                                                                (а96) 
 
А3.2.2.1. Special solutions 
 Let in (а96) 
0Cab 0
2
b =−ρ ,                                                                                                        (а97) 
thus equation (а81) cannot be solved concerning ρ . 
 
А3.2.2.1.1. 
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 At 0a = , in (а97) from (а80), (а81) the following solution is valid 
bz
1b
bz
1 eD,eC
−− =ρ=ρ ,                                                                                    (а98) 
where  are arbitrary constants. 11 D,C
 
А3.2.2.1.2. 
 At 0a ≠ , , in (а97) the solution (43) is valid. 0b =ρ
 
А3.2.2.2. Main solution 
 If in (а96) 
0Cab 0
2
b ≠−ρ ,                                                                                                         (а99) 
then equation (а81) is solved concerning ρ , and 
b
b
0
b
b
b
dz
d
C
dz
da
ρ+ρ
+ρρ
=ρ .                                                                                                 (а100) 
z differentiation (а81) with taking into account (а80), (а100) give the equation  
( ) 0Cb
dz
dab
dz
dCab b0
2
2
b
b2
b
2
0
2
b =ρ+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ρρ−ρ−ρ .                                           (а101) 
Solution of equation (а101) is found in the form  
z
2
z
1b eCeC
α−α +=ρ ,                                                                                       (а102) 
where  are arbitrary constants. Substitution (а102) in (а101) leads to 
correlation 
0,C,C 21 ≠α
( )( )( ) −α+−++ α−αα−α z2z1021z222z221 eCeCCCC2eCeCab  ( )( ) +α−++− α−αα−α 21z222z221z2z1 CC2eCeCeCeCab  ( ) 0eCeCCb z2z102 =++ α−α . 
Hence ( )2021 bCCCab4 −α=α , 
and ( ) z20
1
z
1b eab4
bC
C
1eC α−α α
−α+=ρ .                                                                 (а103) 
In accordance with (а100) taking into account (а103) ( ) z0
1
z
1 eb4
bC
C
1eC
b
a α−α
α
+α++α
α=ρ .                                                    (а104) 
Solution (а103), (а104) corresponds to solution (а22), (а23). 
 
 
А4. Solution of system (41),(42), satisfying all conditions of solvability
 Taking into account conditions of solvability (а7), (а19), (а39), (а60), (а65), (а71), 
(а90), (а99) let us find solutions of equations system (41), (42) in the form 
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z
4
z
3b
z
2
z
1 eCeC,eCeC
α−αα−α +=ρ+=ρ ,                                         (а105) 
where  are arbitrary constants. 0,C,C,C,C 4321 ≠α
 
А4.1. Hyperbolic solution 
Let α=>α 0D,0 . In accordance with (а105) we have (48), (49). Substitution (48), 
(49) in equation (41)) leads to correlation  
( ) ( −++ zChDDzShDDDzChDDzShDD 0403200201 )  
( ) ( ) 0zChDDzShDDDzChDDzShDD 0201200403 =++− , 
wich is satisfied with identify. Substitution (48), (49) in equation (42) 
gives( ) ( ) ( ) zShDbDDDzChDbDDDzShDDzChDDaD 0120021004030 +++=+ , 
from this correlation (50) is followed, thus 
( ) ( )( )zChDbDDDzShDbDDD
aD
1
01200210
0
b +++=ρ .                          (а106) 
In this case solution (а22), (а23) corresponds to solution (48), (а106). 
 
А4.2. Trigonometric solution 
Let 0iD,0 =α<α . Let us believe in accordance with (а105) 
zCosDDzSinDD 0201 +=ρ ,                                                                               (а107) 
zCosDDzSinDD 0403b +=ρ ,                                                                            (а108) 
where  are arbitrary constants. Substitution (а107), (а108) in equation 
(41) leads to correlation 
4321 D,D,D,D
( ) ( )+++− zCosDDzSinDDDzCosDDzSinDD 0403200201  
( ) ( ) 0zCosDDzSinDDDzCosDDzSinDD 0201200403 =+++ , 
which is satisfied with identify. Substitution (а107), (а108) in equation (42) gives ( ) =− zSinDDzCosDDaD 04030( ) ( ) zSinDbDDDzCosDbDDD 01200210 −++= , 
hence 
( ) ( )120
0
4210
0
3 bDDDaD
1D,bDDD
aD
1D −=+= , 
and 
( ) ( )( )zCosDbDDDzSinDbDDD
aD
1
01200210
0
b −++=ρ .                       (а109) 
In this case solution (а22), (а23) corresponds to solution (а107), (а109). 
 
 
А5. Solutions classification and some particular solutions 
 Let us give the name “trivial” solutions of equations (41), (42), which satisfy the 
following correlation 
0b ≡ρρ .                                                                                                                  (а110) 
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Correspondingly solutions, which do not satisfy to (а110) we will name as “nontrivial.” 
 Let us consider solutions corresponding to the following conditions 
0>ρ ,                                                                                                                         (а111) 
0b >ρ ,                                                                                                                      (а112) 
0b >ρ−ρ ,                                                                                                                (а113) 
 
А5.1.Solutions not satisfying conditions to (а111)-(а113) 
 Solutions, which do not satisfy to condition (а111), are the following trivial 
solutions: (а6); (а17); (а48). 
 Nontrivial solution (а88), (а89) does not satisfy to condition (а111). 
 Solution, which does not satisfy to condition (а112), is trivial solution (43). 
 
А5.2. Particular solutions 
 For determination of constants values in nontrivial solutions correlations (44), (51) 
are used. 
 
А5.2.1. Solutions depending on two constants 
 Solutions, depending on two arbitrary constants, are (а18); (а37), (а38); (а98). 
 
А5.2.1.1. Solution (а18) 
 In accordance with (44), (51) for solution (а18) we have 
zm
m
b1m1 La
bD,C ρ−ρ=ρ= , 
or 
mρ=ρ ,                                                                                                                     (а114) 
m
b
z
mb 2
Lz
a
b ρ+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −ρ=ρ ,                                                                                    (а115) 
m
bm
z
mb 2
Lz
a
b ρ−ρ+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −ρ−=ρ−ρ .                                                                (а116) 
In accordance with (а114) condition (a111) takes place. From (а112), (а113), (а115), 
(а116) it is followed 
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At , from (а117) the expression (а118) is deduced 0z =
0
2
L
a
b,0
2
L
a
b m
bm
z
m
m
b
z
m >ρ−ρ+ρ>ρ+ρ− .                                             (а118) 
At , from (а117) the following correlations are valid zLz =
0
2
L
a
b,0
2
L
a
b m
bm
z
m
m
b
z
m >ρ−ρ+ρ−>ρ+ρ .                                              (а119) 
From (118), (а119) it is followed that (а112), (а113) are satisfied, if 
zbLa > . 
 
А5.2.1.2. Solution (а37), (а38) 
 In accordance with (44), (51) for solution (а37), (а38) we have 
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From (а121) it is followed that, condition (а112) takes place. From (а111)), (а113) (а120), 
(а122) the following correlations can be obtained 
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From (а123) 
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e2ρa +ρ> .                                                                                                     (а125) 
From (а124) ( )( )zz bLmb
m
b
bLe2 ρm
e1
a +ρ
ρ+> .                                                                                               (а126) 
From (а125), (а126) it is followed that (а111)), (а113) are satisfied if (а126) is valid. 
5.2.1.3. Solution (а98) 
, (51) for solution (а98) we have 
 
А
 In accordance (44)
zz bL
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and correspondingly 
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From (а127)-(а129) it is followed, that conditions (а111)-(а113) take place, because 
, where  - mean gas (а) density. 0ma
m
bm >ρ=ρ−ρ maρ
 
А5.2.2. Solutions depending on three constants 
 Solutions depending on three arbitrary constants are (а2), (а3); (48), (а106). 
 
А5.2.2.1. Solution (а2), (а3) 
 In accordance with (44), (50) for solution (а2), (а3) correlations (a130), (a130) are 
valid 
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1 e1
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ρ= ,                                                                                                         (а130) 
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 Let us believe that condition (56) takes place. From (56) it is followed that 
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From (а131), (а132) 
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In accordance with (а130), (а133)  
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From (а134), (а135) it is followed, that (а111), (а112) are satisfied. Also from (а134), 
(а135) at 1b << , the estimations are valid 
( ) mbbm ,bz1 ρ≈ρ−ρ≈ρ , 
andr ( ) zb mmbmb ρ−ρ−ρ≈ρ−ρ .                                                                                    (а136) 
Estimation (а136) at 1b << , provides satisfaction (а113). 
 
А5.2.2.2. Solution (48), (а106) 
 In accordance with (44), (50) for solution (48), (а106), taking into account (50), we 
have correlations (52)-(55). Let correlation (56) is satisfied. From (56), (50), (а106), (54), 
(55) it is followed 
( ) ( )( )( ) +ρ−ρ−ρ+−ρ− z0z0m2mbm20z0mb0 LChDLShDbaD1LChDabD  ( )( )( )( ) 0LShDLShDabD1LChDbaD z0z0mb0z0m2mbm20 =ρ+−ρ−ρ−ρ+ , 
and (57) takes place. Equation (57) has solution if ( ) 1
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m
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ρ−ρ−ρ
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From (а137) at 
0D,a0 0m
b
m >ρ
ρ<< ,                                                                                              (а138) 
non-equality (a139) takes place 
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For estimation (46) from (57) taking into account (а138)-(а141) 
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From (46), (52)-(55) one can obtain ( ) m2mbm01 D,abDD ρ≈ρ−ρ−≈ ,                                                                     (а143) 
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From (46), (а142)-(а144), (48), (а106) we have (58), (59), and also 
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For (58) condition (а111) is satisfied, if  
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For (59) condition (а112) is satisfied, if  
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For (а145) condition (а113) is satisfied, if  ( )( )
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